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The General Service Section (GSS) 13 The ACB's activities were diverse. These included the establishment of two orphanages and two 'experimental schools', the evacuation of children to Paris, nding employment for out-of-work lacemakers, providing fresh water and pasteurised milk, and other invaluable public health measures connected to a typhoid epidemic.
Civilian medical assistance remained at the centre of ACB work. The Sacré Coeur Hospital at Ypres and the Hôpital Elisabeth, Poperinghe -two sites where the FAU/ACB operated -were both forced to move after continued bombardment. Aid posts remained nearby and patients were thereafter cared for in two locations in the outlying areas: under canvas and in a museum! However, tensions had already arisen between the parties involved in the ACB. At the heart of these were FAU concerns about how Poperinghe was being run, and that the funds they had allocated for civilian care there were contributing to what was increasingly becoming a military hospital. While the FAU continued to o er humanitarian aid throughout the First World War, its deep involvement with the ACB ceased in mid-1916. The Section placed most referrals in agriculture, which had a great need for workers, particularly after conscription. The rest were placed in 'many useful and necessary occupations', including work in education, welfare, asylums, hospitals, food factories and our mills.
Henry Basil DarbyAlerting America to Civilian Crisis
Many had not done strenuous physical work before, and so spent several weeks training alongside FAU ambulance workers to 'toughen them up' and make them feel part of the Unit.
Many were then sent to work for sympathetic farmers in isolated situations, often far from home and on meagre wages, so local Friends were informed about GSS members moving to their area. Some men and their families were supported nancially and socially by the FAU and local Quaker meetings.
One GSS agricultural worker was Francis 'Len' Temple, a skilful Church of England silversmith from Birmingham. Aged 27, he joined the Section following a referral from his tribunal. After FAU training, Len spent four months on a Dorset farm. In January 1917, he was transferred to a farm in Witham, Essex. After he was demobilised in December 1918, Len returned to Birmingham and became a Quaker.
George Mounsey, a member of the GSS organising committee, travelled constantly, making much-appreciated visits to workers like Len, and monitoring their working conditions and health. Unlike Len, many were not demobilised until 1919, when the GSS work of ' tting square pegs into round holes' ceased. 
Hospitals and the FAU

